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Presentation: Accurate and Economical Pipeline Mapping: This Changes Everything, by
Linda Ward, Executive Vice President of Business Development, Geospatial Corporation.
Linda gave a comprehensive presentation on a new pipeline mapping technology using
Geospatial’s patented SmartProbe Technology. Armed with a sample probe, actual project
profiles using this technology, and company brochures, everyone was able to see how this
technology works and learn its applications. The following are some highlights from her
presentation:
•
•
•

The smartprobe has wheelsets ranging in size from 1-1/2” to 4” (fiberoptic) and 4” to 48”
(standard), with a 54” and above either just built or under development, respectively.
They GPS the entry point where the probe is inserted and at intermediate points along
the alignment for long segments.
Each probe has its own computer configuration attached to the unit.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The pipeline to be analyzed is cleaned, bypassed, and/or flow reduced for probe
analysis. (This technology may be used for existing pipelines or new installations, such
as those installed using HDD.)
A pull-cord is pigged or blown through the pipeline so the probe can be pulled through.
The probe is pulled to the end of the line where the x, y, and z data is uploaded to the
computer. Measurements are taken 800 times per second. Then the probe is reversed
to the point of origination where it data is again uploaded for accuracy against the first
data set.
The data is then integrated into GIS, CAD, or other software as appropriate for the
Client.
Probe can achieve depths to hundreds of feet with an accuracy within inches of actual.
(A chart can be provided if so desired.)
Geospatial is working on mounting a camera internal to the probe for CCTV as part of an
agency’s asset management program.
Market drivers for better pipeline mapping come from NPMS which is mandated program
requiring pipeline operators to map their facilities under the jurisdiction of the Office of
Pipeline Safety.
Geospatial is interested in working with engineers to develop the right tool for any
application that out projects demand (e.g. developing a technology for probing a pipeline
in a submerged environment where bypass pumping is cost-prohibitive).
Costs are project-specific, but an average project runs $5,800/day (can do 3000 lf/day @
$3-5/ft). These costs do not include mobilization (current locale closest to us is Arizona).

A big thank you to Linda for this presentation!
General:
Surprise Raffle: Holly Kennedy of HDR was the winner of the surprise raffle. Congratultions,
Holly! The surprise award was an IPOD. There will be more surprise raffles of this type at
future PUG meetings, to be announced in the email announcement of the upcoming month’s
meeting selected at random. Again, this is a benefit of PUG membership that has been
established by the Executive Committee. Members may forward any suggestions they have for
other membership benefits to the Executive Committee.
Bylaws Legal Review: We are awaiting a proposal from an outside legal organization to review
our PUG Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation, and any other PUG materials so that we’re properly
protected from liability. Cindy is coordinating with a firm that provides legal services for Harris &
Associates.
Non-Profit/Tax-Exempt Status: We are all set with our Non-Profit status and can now accept
donations up to $250,000. Right now we’re looking to having our taxes ready by the November
15 deadline. Tax information is needed to do these, and Sasha will provide that once all
accounting has been transferred from Harris & Associates to him. Jonathan will provide the tax
exempt status guidelines to the Executive Committee members for their review.
New Meeting Location: As of the October meeting we will be meeting at Brown & Caldwell
from here on out. A big thank you to Cara Ingebrigtsen for coordinating this for us.
Web Re-Design: Cindy has found three separate people/companies to solicit proposals for
redesigning our website. Once they come in the Executive Committee will discuss and select
one for the job. All bios, photos, logo and other information shall be updated with the redesign.
Hawaii Conference: There has been a lot of feedback from the email announcement
forwarded to the PUG members on a Call for Papers for the Hawaii Water Environment
Association Collection System Conference. One of our member organizations (Wilson Okamoto
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Corp.) is located in Hawaii and we appreciate their forwarding the announcement for PUG
distribution. A sidenote from Rob Craw with Underground Solutions: Hawaii has a tremendous
need for engineering help at this time, although work is given only to local engineering firms.
Another sidenote from HDR: In their experience, trenching in this area is difficult due to loose
sands.
Possible Upcoming Meeting Change: We currently have a watermain rehabilitation course
scheduled in place of our November meeting. This course may be held in the second Tuesday
of November (versus the third Tuesday, the typical date of our monthly meetings), although due
to difficulties in reaching the course administrator this course may be swapped with another
month’s meeting, or moved into a “standby” status on our calendar. Details to come.
Project Discussions: Jennifer Glynn of RMC reported that the City of San Jose awarded the
microtunneling head retrieval project to the original contractor that got it stuck in the first place.
October 15 is the target for completing the project. Environmental permitting was required of
NOAA Fisheries, Department of Fish & Game, Santa Clara Valley Water District, Regional
Water Quality Control Board, Caltrans, Army Corps of Engineers, Valley Transit Authority, the
City and County.
Jonathan Lee reports that West Valley Sanitation District needs assistance with a similar project
to the City of San Jose’s, where they need to construct a sewer beneath an old bridge crossing
in Los Gatos Creek.
Jonathan also reported that WVSD has a project with 20,000 lf of sanitary sewer pipeline that is
99% complete. It involves 6”, 8” and 10” PVC and HDPE installations using pipe bursting. The
project was designed in-house and will be out to bid in October. This is the first project using
specifications that have new guidelines to contractors included based upon the liability training
given through the PUG course held this year. Construction will commence Jan/Feb 2008 and is
estimated at 120 working days. Project also includes removal of manholes and lateral
reconnections.
Rob Craw of Underground Solutions spoke of an emergency project just completed in Milpitas.
There was a failure in the 24” techite, the remedy of which was to slipline 1000 lf of 20” C900
fusible PVC inside the host pipe. Due to the emergency nature (pushed to get it done before
school reopened), total construction costs were $250,000. Job was completed by Preston
Pipeline.
Jimmy Dang of Kennedy/Jenks reported on a jack and bore project on Airport Way and
Redwood Shores Parkway in Redwood City. Total footage is 29 lf beneath a culvert, to be done
overnight since it’s in a busy intersection. Casing is 42” with 24” PVC inside.

Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be held TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2007 at the offices of Brown &
Caldwell located at 201 N. Civic Dr., Suite 300, Walnut Creek, CA. The topic will be
“Hydrants, Valves, Pipe and Fittings”, given by Eric Benson of Clow Valve and Dan Todd of
Tyler / Union Company. Please call (925) 827-4900 ext 176 or email cpreuss@harrisassoc.com to RSVP.
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A real construction project in New York City

Accurate and Economical Pipeline Mapping
“This Changes Everything”
Presented to: Northern California Pipe User’s Group
September 18, 2007

Infrastructure Outlook
•

Over a Trillion Dollars needs to
be spent during the next 20
years to rehabilitate the world’s
deteriorating pipeline
infrastructure systems

•

“Out of sight – out of mind” no
longer applies

Geospatial utilizes proprietary Smart
Probe™ technologies to accurately
and economically map all types of
underground pipes. It then seamlessly
integrates this critical infrastructure
data into all Geographic
Information System (GIS) and CADD
Software.

Owners and operators of the world’s
pipeline infrastructure today are
faced with competitive pressures
and regulatory constraints which are
creating increasingly stringent
demands to manage our pipeline
assets in an efficient and responsible
manner.

Industry Market Drivers
Pipeline Inspection, Protection, Enforcement and
Safety Act of 2006 (PIPES)
9-element damage prevention program which
includes improving underground locating programs
U.S. DOT Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS)
• Accountable Pipeline Safety and Partnership Act
of 1996 requires that OPS adopt rules requiring
interstate gas pipeline operators to provide maps of
their facilities to the governing body of each
municipality in which the pipeline is located

Industry Market Drivers
National Pipeline Mapping System (NPMS)
A mandated program requiring pipeline operators, under
the jurisdiction of the Office of Pipeline Safety, to submit
maps of pipeline systems
• 330,000 miles of gas transmission
• 160,000 miles of hazardous liquid pipeline
• Current accuracy requirements are +- 500’

Industry Market Drivers
Municipal Water & Sewer Markets
• Asset Management, Resource Allocation and
Rehabilitation Planning require accurate digital data
• Proliferation of GIS as an asset management tool has
demonstrated value of accurate pipeline location info
• Public opinion and new legislation establishing
liability is forcing accurate pipeline location prior to
excavation

Gyroscopic
Pipeline Location Tools
The Key Technical and Operational Features
of Geospatial’s
Pipeline Mapping Systems

Key Features of Geospatial Corporation’s
Gyroscopic Mapping Systems
•

The gyroscopic measuring probe logs changes in inclination, heading and velocity
up to 800 times per second. Combined with the coordinates of the entry and exit
waypoints, the path traveled by the probe is recreated to form a 3D profile of the
pipe

•

The logged data is stored internally so the logging probe operates fully
autonomous. There is no need to trace the system aboveground during its travel
through a pipe, nor is the probe connected to a data cable

•

As a result, Geospatial’s Pipeline Mapping Systems can measure to an unlimited
depth and to virtually any length

•

Geospatial’s Pipeline Mapping Systems
pipelines

•

The probes can be pulled, pumped or blown through a pipeline

•

Standard system tolerance is:

are designed to operate in all utility

–

better than 0.25% of distance between waypoints for the XY (horizontal) plane

–

better than 0.10% of distance between waypoints for the XZ (depth) plane

System Applicability

Gyroscopic Pipeline Mapping Systems
Can be Applied in all Installations
•

New pipeline installations
– Traditional trenching
– Horizontal directional drilling
– Pipe ramming/bursting
– Tunneling

•

Existing pipelines
– Rehabilitation
– Maintenance

Geospatial’s Pipeline Mapping Systems can be
Applied in Any Pipe Material
• Gas
• Oil
• Chemicals

HDPE
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• Water
• Telecom
• Sewage

Steel

3
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Concrete
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PVC

Gyroscopic Pipeline Mapping Systems
can be made to fit in any Pipe Size

40mm/1.5” ID HDPE

90mm/3.5” ID Drill Rod

100mm/4” ID Shore Landing

140mm/5.5” ID HDPE

600mm/24” ID Steel Gas Pipe

800mm/30” ID Concrete Sewer

•

48” & larger frames available

•

High-Pressure systems to 5000 psi are available

System Operational
Summary

Accurate, Efficient & Simple to Use
Data
Data Collection
Collection

Data
Data Processing
Processing

Data
Data Transfer
Transfer to
to GIS
GIS

Operational
Operational time
time required
required per
per pipeline
pipeline segment:
segment: 11 HOUR
HOUR

Data Collection: Easy 5-Step
Field Operational Process
Step 1: Select a wheel unit to fit the pipe’s
inner diameter
Step 2: Switch the DR-HDD-4.1 probe
into logging mode
Step 3: Attach the DR-HDD-4.1 probe to the
pulling wire and insert into the
pipeline entry point
Step 4: Pull the DR-HDD-4.1 probe through
the pipe (1-2m/sec) and retrieve it
from exit point
Step 5: Connect the DR-HDD-4.1 probe to it’s
laptop PC and upload the run data

Data Processing:
User Friendly Software
Step 1: Enter entry and exit
point XYZ coordinates

Step 2: Select logged
data between
entry and exit
points

Step 3: View and save
results in 2D
and 3D profiles

Data Transfer: Open Platform
Output data can be saved in various formats to allow instant upload
into a range of standard analytical softwares and GIS platforms such as
AutoCad, Microstations, Arcview and Excel

Small diameter (1.5”) duct Smart Probe™

50mm/2” HDPE Telecom Duct - Antwerp

Typical fiber duct bank access point

40mm HDPE - Gaz de France – Paris

Smart Probe™ insertion setup in Paris

Standard Geospatial Smart Probe™

Dubai Creek – 600m –Steel 150mm/6” Mud Return Pipe

Standard Geospatial Smart Probe™
mapping sewer lines in Dubai

Penn Township, Pennsylvania
•
•

Utilized robotic camera to pull probe through 300 ft long 8” diameter terra cotta and PVC pipes
Smart Probe TM confirmed actual location of pipe was 12 ft off of center of previously identified
pipeline location

Maitland, Florida
•
•

Mapped 600 ft long 18” Diameter CMP storm sewer relining project in under 8 minutes
Integrated Geospatial’s mapping and GIS services with relining technology

Washington, DC
•
•

Mapped newly placed 8” diameter cast iron pipe for client
Water main was in downtown Washington, DC (urban environment)

600mm / 24” Steel Gas Pipeline

Geospatial Smart Probe™ mapping 24” gas line

Tokyo – 800mm Concrete Sewer

Geospatial Smart Probe™ mapping 24” sewer
line in Tokyo

250mm/10” Steel Chemicals Pipeline - Antwerp

Geospatial Smart Probe™ mapping 10”
industrial chemical line in Belgium

600mm Oil Pipeline - 1000m –Aix-en Provence

Geospatial Smart Probe™ mapping 20” gas line

Geospatial’s 6” articulated Smart Probe™

90mm Drill Rod – The Netherlands

Geospatial’s Smart Probe™ mapping a 3.5”
Horizontal Drilling Rod in The Netherlands

Geospatial’s 8” articulated Smart Probe™

650m Shore Landing – The Netherlands

Geospatial’s Smart Probe™ mapping 12”
distribution lines to an offshore oil platform
in The Netherlands

Geospatial’s 12” Smart Probe™ designed to
traverse 1.5 d bends

Telecom Chamber - Munich

Typical Fiber Optic duct bank

Integration in 64” MFL Pig - UK

Geospatial’s Smart Probe™ technologies coupled
with an offshore Magnetic Flux Leakage probe
utilized to map undersea oil & gas pipelines in the
North Sea

DR-WW-4.1 Waste Water Pipeline Series

Geospatial’s elevated Storm/Sanitary pipeline series
which lifts the Smart Probe™ off the bottom of the
pipe allowing it to clear debris

Calibration of DR2/50

Example of scheduled calibration and quality
control protocol established by Geospatial

Geospatial Corporation
229 Howes Run Road
Sarver PA, 16055 USA
724.353.3400
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Mark A. Smith, President/CEO
msmith@geospatialcorporation.com
Dick Nieman, Executive Director/Business Development
rnieman@geospatialcorporation.com
Linda M. Ward, Executive VP/Business Development
lward@geospatialcorporation.com

